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1. Part I Recap (Take possession of your name online)
2. Who is your audience?
3. Content marketing: an overview
4. “Case studies” & examples
5. Q & A

By Adrian Lurssen/JD Supra



RECAP

“Google is the new resume.”

First step: take possession of your name online.

•Impact almost immediate
•Use what you already have
•Time investment and expense minimal

Establish a presence on:

•LinkedIn (profile, connect, join groups, Q &A, create group)
•JD Supra (profile, documents, portfolio - search & distribution)
•Facebook (200 million users - good for Search, too)
•Twitter (make time for conversation)

Don’t do anything else until you’ve done this.



WHO IS YOUR AUDIENCE?

   Can you visualize them?
(A corny question, but good to answer.)

Today: Part Two…

CUE: Childhood anecdote.



What Can We Say About an Online Audience?

•A large number of them will find you via SEARCH
•They don’t care about what you need; they care about
what they need.
•Those who don’t find you in search won’t come to you;
you have to go to them.
•They are bombarded by marketing messages daily,
every step of the way (everyone else wants their
attention, too!)
•Best way to connect with them: give them what they
want (real information)
•Default setting: marketing message is “OFF”
•Not only can you let them know you exist, you can
actually engage (converse) with them.

(If you want to…)
                                                       continued…



Your Audience Profile continued…

Three buckets:

1. Some will want to engage your service immediately.
They’re online and looking. (You want to catch these
ones.)

2. Others, a bigger pool, will be prime candidates as
future clients. They’re online and willing. (You want
to herd these ones.)

3. Others might help to steer clients in your direction:
colleagues, the media, friends and family, current
and past clients.

Your online efforts should take into account at least one
(if not all) of these audience “buckets.”



Q: How do you engage an online audience
in the Age of Information?

A: Provide information.

(You already do it offline. Online, real
information - text and video, etc - does well in
search, it establishes you as an authority, and
engages your audience in the moment of their
need.)

CONTENT MARKETING DEFINED



Content Marketing’s agenda is to educate and inform
customers and prospects. Content Marketing's slogan
is - "Don't pitch. Don't sell. Don't interrupt. Educate,
inform and provide value to customers and prospects.
Your business will grow."

Content marketing must focus on what is valuable to
the customer and must solve their informational
needs.

“Content Marketing Defined…”
http://www.coachezines.com/2009/04/content-
marketing-defined-top-ten-ways-to-fail-with-it.html

Adrian’s takeaway: ‘Think like an editor.”











“Case Studies”



Georgia Attorney,  Jackie Hutter: “The IP Strategist”









The Result



Los Angeles Attorney Adrianos Facchetti: “Bankruptcy Filings”

















The Result (page three and rising)



Canadian attorney, Erik Magraken (Insurance Claims)













The Result



Email me your questions
and interests for Part III

adrian@jdsupra.com

http://www.twitter.com/jdtwitt

http://www.facebook.com/Legal.Marketing.JDSupra

http://www.delicious.com/jdsupra


